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Welcome Back to All Things Last Mile
We understand that busy people don’t have time to search for the
latest logistics industry news. All Things Last Mile brings you trends,
predictions, challenges and noteworthy news about the logistics
industry.

Latest News

Amazon launches $1 billion fund
to invest in warehouse
technologies
Amazon launched a $1 billion fund to
invest in companies developing the
supply chain, logistics and fulfillment
technologies.
Read More

Despite rising risks, shipping
lines are on track for another
record year
The year is almost a third over, and
with each passing month, shipping
lines look increasingly likely to pocket
even more cash in 2022 than in
record-trouncing 2021.
Read More

Ford hints at shift to middle mile
autonomous delivery with Argo AI
Ford and autonomous vehicle
technology company Argo AI have
been expanding their partnership to
focus on middle mile delivery.
Read More

Boxhub closes Delivery Hero CEO-

led $2.7 million seed round
Toronto-based Boxhub has raised a
$2.7 million seed round led by the
founder and CEO of Delivery Hero,
Niklas Östberg.
Read More

Giant Tiger and Instacart to offer
same-day delivery in Canada
Canadian family discount store Giant
Tiger has partnered with online
grocery platform Instacart to launch a
same-day delivery service in Canada.
Read More

Amazon falls, projects slower
growth as online sales stall
Amazon projected sluggish secondquarter sales growth, as consumers
reduce their online spending amid
rising inflation and a return to prepandemic activities.
Read More
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Company Spotlight

Tiny Mile

Tiny Mile offers an environmentally and economically sustainable local
delivery solution. By leveraging remotely operated robots they have
made it their mission to empower merchants and restaurant owners
everywhere with affordable local delivery using electric batterypowered robots - over 100 000 km of deliveries done to date.
Learn more about Tiny Mile
Connect with Tiny Mile on LinkedIn.
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